Alternating Electric Fields Therapy for Malignant Gliomas: From Bench Observation to Clinical Reality.
Alternating electric fields of intermediate frequencies, also known as Tumor Treating Fields (TTFields or TTF) is a novel anticancer treatment modality that disrupts tumor cell mitosis at the metaphase-anaphase transition, leading to mitotic catastrophe, aberrant mitotic exit, and/or cell death. It is realized through alteration of the cytokinetic cleavage furrow by interference of proteins possessing large dipole moments, like septin heterotrimer complex and α/β-tubulin, and that results in disordered membrane contraction and failed cytokinesis. Aberrant mitotic exit also elicits immunogenic cell death, which may potentiate an immune response against treated tumors. Notably, in patients with recurrent glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) a prospective clinical trial demonstrated comparable overall survival and progression-free survival after TTFields therapy and best physician's choice chemotherapy. Moreover, it was shown that in patients with newly diagnosed GBM initially treated with standard chemoradiotherapy with daily temozolomide (TMZ), adjuvant TTFields combined with TMZ offered better survival than adjuvant TMZ alone. Therefore, TTFields therapy can be appreciated as a standard treatment option in cases of intracranial malignant gliomas, whereas future studies should establish its optimal combination with other existing anticancer modalities, which may offer additional survival benefits for patients.